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Chapter

Living and Interacting with 
Robots: Engaging Users in the 
Development of a Mobile Robot
Valerie Varney, Christoph Henke and Daniela Janssen

Abstract

Mobile robots such as Aldebaran’s humanoid Pepper currently find their way 
into society. Many research projects already try to match humanoid robots with 
humans by letting them assist, e.g., in geriatric care or simply for purposes of keep-
ing company or entertainment. However, many of these projects deal with accep-
tance issues that come with a new type of interaction between humans and robots. 
These issues partly originate from different types of robot locomotion, limited 
human-like behaviour as well as limited functionalities in general. At the same time, 
animal-type robots—quadrupeds such as Boston Dynamic’s WildCat—and under-
actuated robots are on the rise and present social scientists with new challenges 
such as the concept of uncanny valley. The possible positive aspects of the unusual 
cooperations and interactions, however, are mostly pushed into the background. 
This paper describes an approach of a project at a research institution in Germany 
that aims at developing a setting of human–robot-interaction and collaboration that 
engages the designated users in the whole process.

Keywords: human–robot-interaction, robotics and society, mobile robotics

1. Introduction

Robots are part of many peoples’ everyday life—even if only a few people are in 
direct contact and interaction, robots are part of production and logistic processes 
that affect almost all of us. However, the current increase in the development of 
mobile robots opens up new perspectives for human–robot-interaction processes 
and possibilities.

At the same time, however, those developments lead to concerns, reservations 
and questions of safety, ethics as well as the future of communication and society. 
Therefore, the sole technical development of robots is not enough. There is a high 
demand for interdisciplinary research in the field of social robotics that is becoming 
more and more relevant. Due to the sparse immediate contact between humans and 
robots, the research and development based on research findings is comparatively low. 
However, there are plenty of project calls and proposals in which robots are meant 
to perform certain auxiliary functions. However, many of these projects deal with 
acceptance issues that are due to an unfamiliar type of interaction between humans 
and robots. These issues partly originate from different types of robot locomotion, 
limitations in human-like behaviour as well as limited functionalities in general. 
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At the same time, animal-type robots—robotic quadrupeds such as Boston Dynamic‘s 
WildCat—and underactuated robots are on the rise and present social scientists with 
new challenges such as the concept of uncanny valley. However, they open up pos-
sibilities in many sectors such as in working environments of the industry as well as, 
e.g., health and geriatric care.

In Germany there are currently about 3.4 million people in need of care. The 
effects of demographic change affect the care sector in two ways: while the number 
of people in need of long-term care is constantly increasing, fewer and fewer new-
comers to the profession are opting for long-term care; at the same time, older nurs-
ing professionals are leaving the profession early due to physical and psychological 
stress [1]. The majority of people in need of care (73%) are currently in outpatient 
care [2], 55% of whom are assigned to nursing levels 1 and 2 [3].

These developments require new innovative solutions which contribute to 
maintaining the independence, self-determination and quality of life of people 
in need of long-term care. Here, mobile robotic systems offer great potential to 
maintain and increase mobility as well as an independent participation in social 
life. However, existing mobile robotic systems show a limitation of mobility to 
ground-level and structured environments as well as a lack of involvement of user 
groups during the development process. However, this problem might be solved by 
a suitable mobile robot system that is developed and tested demand-oriented by 
including user-centered research approaches. In the following sections, a project at 
a research institution in Germany will be described. The project aims at developing 
a setting of human–robot-interaction and collaboration that engages the designated 
users in the whole process.

2.  Shepherd: concept and design of a human–robot-interaction project 
for geriatric care

The overall objective of the project is the user-centric, iterative development, 
production and testing of a mobile robotic quadruped to promote and maintain 
mobility and self-care capability for outpatients of care grade 1 and 2. The system 
has three modes of support for care grade 1 and 2 patients: autonomous, partial 
autonomous and hand-guided operation (see Figure 1).

The autonomous operation enables the system to automatically navigate under 
obstacle avoidance indoors and outdoors, whereby unevenness and barriers can also 
be overcome automatically due to the robotic quadruped design. In semi-auton-
omous operation, the system can be used as a following system for following the 
user, e.g., when carrying goods such as groceries or as a navigator system in which 

Figure 1. 
Use cases for the use of the robotic quadruped for ambulatory care. Assistance in mobility and self-sufficiency of 
patients in need of care. Image credit: Laura Platte.
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the system runs ahead as a navigator. In hand-held operation, the system serves as 
an additional support for the user. The project pursues a user-centered, participa-
tory and iterative research approach for the development of the robotic system (see 
Figure 2). The active involvement of patients in need of care and outpatient nursing 
staff in the development process ensures that technical development is demand-ori-
ented and that user acceptance of the robotic system is increased as far as possible. 
This enables a successful interaction between the patient and the robotic system.

The various assistance functions of the robotic system and the demonstrators 
to be developed will be subjected to feasibility and effectiveness studies in field 
trials. Through the accompanying participatory recording of user acceptance and 
experience, promoting factors for the use of robotic systems are empirically col-
lected, evaluated and translated into recommendations for action using the example 
of the robotic quadruped. The empirical survey is based on a technographic mixed 
method approach, which combines quantitative with qualitative methods. Various 
scientific methods, such as surveys, interviews and observations, are used to pro-
vide a dense description of human–machine interaction. In the sense of a common 
understanding of “good care,” this includes a holistic view of the human, organi-
zational and technical levels with the aim of maintaining the health, well-being 
and quality of life of those in need of care [4]. The project thus aims at needs-based 
care and provision, strengthening the well-being of those in need of long-term care 
and maintaining an independent way of life in the long term. This way, the project 
contributes to quality care and support in the domestic and familiar living environ-
ment of those in need of care.

Figure 2. 
Project plan of a user-centered, participatory and iterative research approach for the development of the 
robotic system.
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3. State of the art

3.1  User-centered development, technology acceptance, user experience and 
ethical, legal and social aspects (ELSA)

The development of robotic systems for dependent persons requires a user-
centred, iterative approach to ensure acceptance, experience and actual use by 
dependent persons [5]. Various qualitative and quantitative methods exist for 
the early involvement of users—often participatory design (PD) methods. The 
focus here is on the active participation of stakeholders and target groups as 
well as joint learning [6], the recording of the needs of the target groups and an 
iterative development through the step-by-step implementation and testing of 
functions and systems [7]. User-centered methods and techniques of human–
robot interaction have already been used in research projects, e.g., in the field of 
“Comprehensive Geriatric Assessments” [8]. The entire user interface was derived 
from the requirements and wishes of the target group. A similar procedure was 
also used in the prototypical development of a service robot for use in geriatric 
care, in which critical user requirements were collected in a quantitative study and 
incorporated into the design of the robot [9]. The fact that an early integration of 
the necessary stakeholders of benefits is shown by the research of the University 
of Vienna on the prototype assistance robot “Hobbit.” The existing acceptance 
problems were only eliminated by the use of an “icebreaker team” [10]. In addi-
tion, the involvement of users can also help to take into account the fears, hopes 
and values of future users and thus integrate them into the design phase [11]. For 
this purpose, a nuanced understanding of the ethical challenges is central [12]. 
Research in the context of a user-centered development of robotic quadrupeds 
does not exist yet.

3.2 Mobile robot systems based on quadrupeds

Walking robots (e.g., robotic quadrupeds—see Figure 3) are mobile robot 
systems that can realize biologically inspired gaits agile, fast and balanced by one 
or more legs [17]. The high degree of mobility of walking robots, in comparison to 
wheel-based systems, also enables them to overcome obstacles and barriers such as 
steps, steps or uneven ground with statically and dynamically stable gaits, whereby 
robotic quadrupeds stand out [18].

The development field of walking robots has experienced a strong upswing 
in recent years, with the first domestic applications also being presented [19]. 
Drivers of this development are not least the high-profile ideas of Boston Dynamics 
Incorporation, which has currently developed heavy-duty quadruped robots (e.g., 
BigDog or LS3) with a payload of up to 181 kg. The more relevant robotic quad-
rupeds in the domestic environment are Spot [20] and SpotMini with payloads of 
14–45 kg and a dead weight of 30–75 kg. The quadruped robots are electrically and 

Figure 3. 
Robotic quadrupeds. (a) SpotMini [13], (b) Laikago [14], (c) ANYmal [15], (d) ANYmal and Continental [16].
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hydraulically actuated and are transformed into an autonomous locomotion by the 
insertion of, e.g., lidar and depth cameras.

Furthermore, the ANYmal system of the Robotics System Lab (RSL) at ETH 
Zurich has made significant progress in recent years. With a dead weight of 30 kg 
and a payload of 10 kg, the system achieves a maximum speed of 1 m/s. The system 
can be used for a wide range of applications. The system can move autonomously in 
its environment thanks to the sensors used for this purpose. The Chinese company 
Unitree Robotics, founded in 2016, developed Laikago. With a total weight of 24 kg, 
it is capable of overcoming a wide range of uneven surfaces and withstanding 
kicks in a stable manner. What all systems have in common is that they have not yet 
been transferred to the area of application of care and therefore do not respond to 
domain-specific requirements. However, these systems impressively demonstrate 
the maturity of the technology. This is also underscored by the press releases of 
Boston Dynamics Incorporation, which is already planning to produce 100 robotic 
quadrupeds for sale in 2019 [21]. Subcomponents of the ANYbotics AG and Unitree 
Robotics systems are already available on the market, which were used for the 
calculation of the components.

Existing systems, however, were developed less along specific user requirements 
than along technical feasibility. Furthermore, experience shows that, despite press 
announcements, it remains to be seen whether these systems are actually mature 
enough to be launched on the market in the near future. In addition, the participa-
tory development of the system along the High-Tech Strategy 2025 enables the 
Federal Government to both strengthen the competencies of Germany as a science 
location and contribute to the active shaping of highly innovative systems.

The biologically inspired locomotion of robotic quadrupeds has been the subject 
of interdisciplinary research for many years [22]. In this area, remarkable successes 
have been achieved in recent years in stability against external influences (e.g., kicks 
and jolts by persons) [23], adaptivity on uneven surfaces [24], and safe interaction 
with humans through the transition from stiff, position-controlled to active, passive 
and hybrid compliant actuators [25]. Besides the integration of further sensors 
for environment detection and recognition and the derived motion planning and 
generation [26], these and other control engineering approaches of whole-body 
control for the direct adaptation of the system to a changing, uneven terrain are 
applied [27].

Furthermore, the field of mobile robotic systems with tyres has already pro-
duced initial approaches for following persons [28] with medium numbers of 
persons as well as following systems, e.g., in supermarkets [29], which have so far 
only been evaluated on a small scale and which have not yet included the afore-
mentioned challenges of robotic quadrupeds. In addition to the technical imple-
mentation, the navigation of mobile robot systems outdoors has been the subject of 
interdisciplinary research for several years [30]. Challenges here are the recognition 
and classification of passable paths [31], changing lighting situations during the day 
[32], dynamic obstacles such as people, cyclists or pets [33], intersections and road 
crossings [34].

4. Scientific and technical objectives of the project

4.1 Requirements analysis and scenario development of robotic quadrupeds

Since the project goal contains a user-centered and demand-oriented develop-
ment of the demonstrators, the specific requirements of the stakeholders of the 
care sector—persons in need of care, carers as well as relatives—are collected 
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in design thinking workshops. On the basis of these user-specific requirements, 
concrete scenarios and functions for technical implementation are defined, such 
as, for example, a required seating area on the system or a shopping basket for 
weekly purchases. The following research questions are addressed within the 
workshops:

• What requirements do people in need of care, carers and relatives have for 
mobile robotic systems to maintain and promote the mobility of people in need 
of care?

• What functionalities must such a system have?

• Which specific application scenarios result from this?

4.2  Participative technology development and user studies accompanied by 
ELSA

The technical development and implementation of the robotic system follows an 
iterative, participatory research approach. Together with the users, the project team 
will develop prototype functions of the system in creativity workshops. In addition, 
the attitude, usability, user experience and technology acceptance will be recorded 
in a pre–post design of participative user studies following a technographic mixed-
method approach. This approach enables a detailed description of the human–robot 
interaction for the derivation of scientific and user-oriented findings, which are 
directly applied in further technical development. The final evaluation of the 
demonstrators takes place in the context of field tests, which are meant to raise and 
analyze the effectiveness of the functions in domestic and public environments. The 
following research questions will be answered:

• How do mobile robotic systems affect technology acceptance and user 
experience?

• What influence does the user’s attitude have on the handling of robotic 
systems?

4.3 Development, production and testing of the robotic quadruped

Within the scope of the project, two identical demonstrators will be devel-
oped, manufactured and tested in field tests as basic systems of the robotic 
quadrupeds. A modular approach is chosen, which allows different structures 
to be determined according to requirements through workshops and surveys on 
the basic system. The basic system refers to the basic body of the robotic quad-
ruped, which is designed to meet the requirements in terms of load, running 
speed, motion dynamics and total weight. Further superstructures are used, for 
example, to carry goods or designate handholds for hand-guided operation. Since 
the system is used indoors and outdoors, a robust construction and resistance to 
external influences are taken into account. Lightweight materials are selected to 
reduce the weight of the platform and maximize the load capacity. The design 
and selection of suitable drives, battery systems and sensor and computing 
hardware is based on the components available on the market. In addition to 
the design and manufacture, the development of the drive controllers and the 
kinematics of the robotic quadrupeds for the implementation of dynamic and 
stable gaits takes place.
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4.4  Development and testing of locomotion, assistance functions and 
autonomous navigation

The system has three assistive functions (follow-on, navigator and manual 
operation) and is able to navigate autonomously indoors and outdoors. The follow-
on function allows for the user to be detected and tracked by quadruped sensor 
systems. This enables the quadruped to be used, for example, as a load carrier. 
Through the navigator function, it can serve as a “guide” for users to achieve a 
defined goal. The assistance function for manual operation makes it possible to 
use the system as a support and control it intuitively. As interaction components, 
intelligent spacer textiles integrated in the handle of the quadruped are used, which 
record the user input by means of high-resolution pressure and shear sensors. 
For this purpose, spacer fabrics are designed with integrated conductive yarns, 
manufactured on industrial knitting machines and tested for their sensitivity and 
service life. In autonomous navigation, the system is able to automatically detect 
its environment, locate itself in it and navigate under collision avoidance, as well as 
overcome barriers. In order to increase the safety of the user, a contactless connec-
tion of the user to the quadruped is established by means of intelligent arm cuffs. 
The textile-integrated MEMS acceleration sensors and RFID antennas in the cuffs 
enable the detection of falls, the localization of the affected person and, if neces-
sary, the emission of an emergency signal.

4.5 Social, ethical and legal support for user-centered, iterative development

The responsibility and accountability of technical development and research 
play a core role in the project. Therefore, the user-centered conception, imple-
mentation and testing of the quadruped will be accompanied throughout the 
entire course of the project, taking social and ethical issues into account. Within 
the framework of workshops with the project team, ELSA aspects are sensitized 
and integrated into the technical conception and implementation. Accompanying 
the technical realization is a first analysis regarding ethical questions towards 
autonomy and support of autonomy. In addition, the user studies will be carried 
out and evaluated taking ELSA into account, e.g., in the context of addressing the 
test persons and data evaluation. Legal challenges, in particular outdoor safety in 
traffic, data security as well as safety-related aspects are dealt with and analyzed 
accordingly by subcontracting a lawyer.

5. Conclusions, discussion and outlook

The paper describes the concept and design of a user-centered approach of 
developing a mobile robot to assist people in need of care. To date, interdisciplinary 
research on the subject of human–robot interaction is still a field where there is 
a lack of convincing research methods and results. However, robots are continu-
ously finding their way into our everyday lives and are already indispensable today. 
Therefore, researchers from the field of humanities as well as robotics and general 
engineering need to work closer together and develop convincing technologies that 
are not just functioning on a level of technology but also allow for acceptance and 
collaboration between robots and humans. One decisive element in this process is 
that those teams need to work closely together and actively engage the designated 
users through the whole of the development process.

In order to pursue that goal, a team of researchers from both robotics and 
humanities has put together a concept and design of a project for the development 
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of mobile robots that are supposed to assist humans in need of care. The concept 
shows that not only the technology has to be carefully thought through in order to 
provide a secure service and show no gap between the robot’s appearance and its 
actions. The social aspects and requirements of people in need of care, the nursing 
staff as well as relatives need to be taken into consideration and carefully used to 
develop the technologies. The research questions that have been raised include both 
human and technology factors that are crucial for the acceptance and success of 
future interactions between robots and humans.

However, this paper only marks the starting point of the project. It will be sub-
ject to further research and publications to show results of the studies and analyses 
in order to give recommendations on the process of developing social robots of the 
future. Since technology is continuously developing rapidly, it will not be sufficient 
to engage the users in just one design process. Rather, interdisciplinarity and user 
involvement need to become standard requirements in the process of designing 
technologies that are meant to work at the interface between humans and machines.
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